Zero Offset Ultra Short Throw
Fixed-Focus Lens
ET-D3LEW200

Deliver Spectacular Images at Short Distance with New Zero-Offset Lenses

Minimize Throw Distance, Increase
Flexibility

Project in tight spaces from very short throw-distances. With zero offset
capability, these two lens options widen the versatility of Panasonic’s
3-Chip DLP™ lineup.
*Value is for ceiling installations using the PT-RQ22K. Lens-shift value will vary by model. Please see the Throw
Distance Calculator for more information. For floor installations, up and right shift will be defined as a positive

value. Down and left shift will be defined as a negative value.
Note: Graphic represents a 300-inch projection using the PT-RQ22K.

>> Throw Distance Calculator

Wide-Range Adjustment After Projector Installation

Powered Vertical and Horizontal lens-shift provides wide-range adjustment after projector installation, saving time and effort. ET-D3LEW200 further enhances flexibility
with powered optical zoom.

Lens Design Delivers an Unobstructed View

L-shaped design gives the audience a clear and unobstructed view of the image even in low-ceiling installations.

Other Features

Supports AFO (Active Focus Optimizer) to maintain the optimum focus-level regardless of content brightness
Compatible projectors continuously monitor ambient temperature around the lens and maintain optimum focus for sharp images, even
immediately after start-up*
* With a firmware update available from February 2020 for the following compatible projectors: RQ32K/RZ31K/RS30K, RQ22K/RZ21K/RS20K.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Lens type

Short-Throw Zoom Lens

F Value

2.5

Focal Length

13.8–18.1 mm (17/32˝–23/32˝)

Screen Size

200-600 inches

Throw ratio | 4K+

0.693–0.913:1

Throw ratio | WUXGA

0.645–0.850:1

Throw ratio | SXGA+

0.699–0.921:1

Lens-shift*1 | Vertical

±59 %

Lens-shift*1 | Horizontal

±19 %

Zoom

Yes

Dimensions (W×H×D)

250 × 193 × 495 mm (9 27/32˝ x 7 19/32˝ x 19 1/2˝)

Weight

Approx. 9.0 kg (19.8 lbs)

Compatible projectors

RQ32K/RZ31K Series/RQ22K/RZ21K Series

Note

* Value is for ceiling installations using the PT-RQ22K. Lens-shift value will vary by
model. Please see the Throw Distance Calculator for more information:
https://panasonic.net/cns/projector/calculator/tdc/. For floor installations, up and right
shift will be defined as a positive value. Down and left shift will bedefined as a
negative value.
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